Year 9 – Maths - Equations
9

>

Greater than

2𝑥 + 1 = 5
𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛

10

<

Less than

2 𝑥 + 5 = 2𝑥 + 10

11

𝑥>2

𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 2

12

𝑥≥2

𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 2

13

𝑥<2

𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 2

2𝑥 + 5 = 𝑦

14

𝑥≤2

𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 2

An equation containing a power
which forms a curved line on a
graph

2𝑥 2 + 5 = 𝑦

15

2<𝑏<4

A pair of equations that have the
same solutions for the unknown

𝑥 + 𝑦 = 10
2𝑥 + 𝑦 = 14

16

2≤𝑏≤4

1

Solve

Find the unknown

2

Unknown

The letter in an equation

3

Expand

Multiply out the bracket in the
expression

4

Rearrange

Make another letter the subject
of the equation

5

Subject

The letter of the equation which
is on its own on one side

6

Linear

An equation which forms a
straight line on a graph

7

Quadratic

8

Simultaneous

Solve to find 𝑥:
2𝑥 + 1 = 5
2𝑥
=4
𝑥
=2

Make x the subject
2𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝑧
2𝑥 = 𝑧 − 𝑦
𝑧−𝑦
𝑥=
2
𝑧−𝑦
𝑥=
2
𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

4>3

1<2

𝑏 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 4

𝑏 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 2
𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 4

Recap of knowledge
1

Alternate
angles

Alternate angles are
equal

4

Regular polygon

A shape with straight sides
Equal sides and equal angles

2

Corresponding
angles

Corresponding angles are
equal

5

Sum of interior angles

(n-2) x 180

3

Co-interior
angles

Co-interior angles sum to
180

6

Sum of exterior angles of a polygon

add up to 360⁰
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Poem

The poet
explores
…

More precisely…

The poet
deliberately
uses…

For example…

In other words…

How all power is fleeting
(doesn’t last).

Ozymandia
s by Percy
A
Bysshe
Shelley

Power

Pride.

Power

B

London by
William
Blake

Conflict

“Nothing beside remains. Round the
decay of that colossal wreck”

Aside from the ruins, nothing else is left of the statue’s intimidating presence.

The cruelty, oppression
and corruption of those in Imagery
power.

“sneer of cold command”

The statue’s facial expression is a scowl of superiority and unfeeling control – as
if Ozymandias is scornful and disdainful of his subjects.

The insignificance and
impotence of humans in
The resolution
the face of nature/ time’s
power

“Lone and level sands stretch far away”

All that is left is desert as far as the eye can see; nature has reduced the ‘vast’,
‘colossal’ statue to nothing but dust; nature and time are ‘level[lers]’ –they
eventually reduce all things/ people to equal status.

The danger of pride and
arrogance.

Symbolism

“My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,
Ozymandias’s arrogant inscription upon his ‘pedestal’ taunts other rulers to give
Look on my works ye mighty and
up, because his kingdom is so impressive they can never compete.
despair!”

The cruelty, oppression
and corruption by those
in power.

Imagery

“blackning church appals”
“hapless soldiers sigh runs in blood
down Palace walls”

Blake points the finger of blame at the Church and the monarchy for the
oppression and corruption in London.

The potential power of
individuals to overcome
oppressive regimes.

metaphors

“the mind-forged manacles”

Blake portrays Londoners as carrying responsibility for limiting themselves; they
have created restrictions in their own minds. He wanted Londoners to rise up
against their oppressors.

Between an individual
and ‘the system’; the
poem is a protest against
injustice

Repetition/
juxtaposition

“I wander through each chartered street As Blake walks, without purpose, through London’s streets he can’t help but
Near where the chartered Thames does notice how every part of the landscape is owned and controlled. Even the river
flow,
itself is ‘chartered’

ambiguous
words/

“youthful Harlots curse Blasts the newborn Infants tear”

On one level, a young prostitute swears at her crying baby. On another level, the
prostitute passes on her STIs to her innocent child.

“exploding comfortably”

Although the sea is sometimes a ‘comfortable’ and friendly neighbour, at others
it can suddenly and unexpectedly turn into a violent and aggressive force.

Loss of
The corruption of the
Innocenc innocent by those in
e
power.
Conflict

Storm on
the Island Power
C
by Seamus
Heaney
Appeara
nce
versus
reality

Oxymorons/
juxtaposition

The conflict between man oxymoron
and the natural world
simile
The insignificance and
impotence of humans in
the face of nature’s
power
At first the Islanders
appear in control, only to
reveal their inner fear and
turmoil.

metaphor

“spits like a tame cat turned savage”
“We just sit tight while wind dives and
strafes invisibly”
“We are prepared: we build our houses
squat”
“Strange, it is a huge nothing we fear.”

The speaker reveals the Islanders’ powerlessness – they can only sit and endure
the relentless attack of the intangible weather – which seems to bombard them
like artillery fire.
The poem opens with the stubborn and proud statement of the Islander’s
resilience to the weather – they are ready and they have adapted their
environment to survive the hostile conditions. However, by the resolution, the
speaker reveals their unsettled fear of the intangible force of nature.
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Poem

The poet
explores…

More precisely…

The poet
deliberately
uses…

For example…

In other words…

Power
Extract
from
‘The
Prelude’
D
by
William
Wordsw
orth

The insignificance and
impotence of humans in Personificati “a huge peak, black and huge… upreared
the face of nature’s
on
its head”
power
The loss of the naïve
confidence of youth in
the face of experience.

Contrast

Conflict

The conflict between
man and the natural
world

imagery

Memory

The memory of a
traumatic experience
haunts the speaker

Loss of
Innocence

The power of individual
identity.
Checking
Out Me
E History
by John
Agard

The
Emigree
F by Carol
Rumens

The speaker personifies the enormous mountaintop as looking like a monster,
lifting up its head and beginning to chase him.

“As I rose upon the stroke my boat went
heaving through the water like a swan”

As the speaker rows out across the lake his movements are confident and graceful;
like an elegant swan, he feels at one with nature.

“With trembling oars I turned, and
through the silent water stole my way”

As the speaker returns, his movements are nervous, scared and embarrassed, he
has been humbled by nature; his confidence is lost.

“no familiar shapes remained, no
pleasant images of trees, Of sea or sky”

After seeing the ‘spectacle’ the speaker’s relationship with nature has changed;
the pleasant imagery has gone from his mind and has been replaced by a
realisation of nature’s immense power over man.

“huge and mighty forms that do not live
…were a trouble to my dreams”

The memory of his experience and the immensity of the natural world is causes
the speaker to have nightmares and troubled sleep.

Resolution / “Now I checking out me own history I
metaphor carving out me identity”

Agard triumphantly claims that he is etching out/ crafting his own personal
identity by researching his own Black History.

The power of positive
role models

Imagery

“A healing star / Among the wounded/ A
yellow sunrise to the dying”

Using imagery of light and hope, Agard describes Mary Seacole’s role in helping
the wounded in the Crimean war. He too is shining a ‘light’ on black history.

The power of language

dialect

“Dem tell me”

By using the Caribbean dialect and non-standard English, Agard reclaims power
over history but also over language.

Conflict

Between an individual
and ‘the system’; the
poem is a protest
against injustice

metaphor

Conflict

The psychological effects Ambiguous
of warfare
imagery

Memory

The power of positive
memories

metaphors

The power of Language

metaphors

Power

Power

The unspecified ‘dem’ (perhaps teachers or government) have only taught Agard
“Dem tell me wha dem want to tell me/
white history – they have figuratively blinded him to his own personal identity by
Bandage up me eye with me own history”
keeping him ignorant of inspirational black role models.
“my city comes to me in its own white
plane”

The speaker has been forced to leave her homeland physically, but cannot leave it
behind psychologically. Perhaps the ‘white plane’ is the paper on which she writes
her memories. Or perhaps it’s a ‘plane’ as in a dimension; a space within her mind.

“I am branded by an impression of
sunlight”

The speaker is permanently (and violently) marked by a positive and hopeful
image of her homeland; her childhood experiences will remain forever with her.

My original view… the bright filled
paperweight”

Despite her home country having been torn apart by conflict, the speaker’s
memory of it (as she knew it in childhood) remains solid, clear and unchangeable.

“It may be a lie, banned by the state but I
Although her home language has been suppressed – speaking it and learning it still
can’t get it off my tongue. It tastes of
gives the speaker a feeling of hope and power.
sunlight”
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Poem

The poet
explores…

More precisely…

The poet
deliberately uses…

For example…

In other words…

The psychological effects of
warfare

Conflict
War
Photogra
pher by
J
Carol
Ann
Duffy

Memory

The speaker’s bitter
resentment at society’s
indifference to the suffering.

The memory of a traumatic
experience haunts the
speaker

The speaker presents himself
Appearanc
as calm and controlled, only
e versus
to reveal his inner
reality
disturbance.

Remains
K by Simon
Armitage

“his hands, which did not tremble then/
though seem to now”

Although the speaker was calm while taking the ‘spools of suffering’, the traumatic
experience has caused his hands to shake while re-living those moments as he
develops the photographs .

bathos

“The reader’s eyeballs prick with tears
between the bath and pre-lunch beers”

The speaker bitterly describes the uncaring indifference of the reading public; the small
amount of empathy they might feel will soon be forgotten in their ordinary, peaceful
routines.

“He stares impassively at where he earns his
living and they do not care”

As he surveys the landscape of ‘rural England’ from the aeroplane, there is a growing
acceptance that, despite his best efforts, his photographs will ultimately make no real
difference.

“A stranger’s features faintly start to twist
before his eyes, a half-formed ghost”

Literally - as the photograph develops, the subject of the picture becomes clearer.
Figuratively the now dead man he photographed haunts the speaker’s memory.

Juxtaposition.

“Spools of suffering set out in ordered rows”

The chaos of the war zone is contrasted to the order, calm and structure of the speaker’s
‘dark room’.

“End of story, except not really“

Although the speaker’s anecdote ends there, this was not the end of the incident for the
speaker; the trauma has affected him ever since.

“He’s here in my head when I close my eyes,
dug in behind enemy lines”

The memory of the looter the soldiers killed remains in the speaker’s head, it is as if the
unwanted memory has snuck behind the speaker’s conscious ‘defences’. Behind enemy
lines means into the speaker’s subconscious mind.

“One of my mates tosses his guts back into his
body / then he’s carted off in the back of a
lorry”

In the first half of the poem, the speaker uses casual, anecdotal language to describe the
gruesome experience as if it is an everyday occurrence – something the soldiers are used
to.

“Probably armed, possibly not”

This line, spoken casually at the begging, and repeated with gravity at the end of the
poem, reveals the source of the speaker’s intense guilt - doubt as to whether the looter
was innocent.

”his bloody life in my bloody hands

The speaker feels as though he has the looter’s blood on his hands – a metaphor for the
guilt he feels for the looter’s death.

The resolution

imagery

Conflict

The psychological effects of
warfare

turning point

Memory

The memory of a traumatic
experience haunts the
speaker

metaphor

Power

The power of language

Appearanc The speaker presents himself
e versus as calm and controlled, only
reality
to reveal his inner
disturbance.

The psychological effects of
warfare
Kamikaze
by
L
Beatrice
Garland

metaphor

Conflict

Casual / slang
language

repetition

Resolution/allusion
Narrative
perspective

Conflict within family
relationships; a wife's
rejection of her husband.

Narrative voice

The conflict between an
individual and society’s
expectations

symbolism

“Sometimes, she said, he must have wondered The pilot’s wife wonders if the pilot ever considers whether his living death – being
which had been the better way to die”
shunned by his family and friends – is worse than the Kamikaze death he avoided.
“We too learned… to live as though he had
never returned”

Even the pilot’s grandchildren learn by the example of their elders – to shun and ignore
their grandfather. Revealing how cultural norms spread across generations.

“a shaven head full of powerful incantations.”
“enough fuel for a one-way journey into
history”

The shaven head, Samurai sword and prayers all symbolise adherence to the strict
Bushido honour code of death before defeat. Japanese Kamikaze pilots were expected to
die in battle by crashing their planes into enemy ships.
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Poem

The poet
explores
…

More precisely…

The poet
deliberately
uses…

For example…

In other words…

Between an individual
and the system; the
poem is a protest against
injustice
Exposure
by
G
Wilfred
Owen

Conflict

The insignificance and
impotence of humans in
the face of nature’s
power

The psychological effects
of warfare

Bayonet
Charge by
H
Ted
Hughes

Conflict

Question
repetition

imagery

“What are we doing here?” + “but nothing
happens”

Owen’s speaker directly challenges and questions the government and
authorities responsible for the soldier’s predicament. Owen sought to expose
the pity of war.

“we cringe in holes”

The soldiers tremble helplessly like animals in holes – this image is the
antithesis of glorifying war. Owen presents the soldiers as pathetic and
hopeless.

“the merciless iced east winds that knive us”
Metaphors/
personificat “dawn massing in the east her melancholy
army… attacks once more in shivering ranks of
ion
grey”

The German army is absent from the poem, the only enemy attacking the
soldiers is the weather – firstly the wind stabs them, and then dawn – usually
associated with hope- brings nothing but waves of depressing grey rain.

“all their eyes are ice”

Literally - many soldiers have frozen to death from exposure to the freezing
conditions. Metaphorically, the burying party’s eyes are cold and unfeeling –
perhaps to cope with the horrific act of burying their comrades.

“we hear mad gusts tugging on the wire, like
twitching agonies of men among its brambles”

The sound of wind pulling on the barbed wire reminds the soldiers of the dying
moans of fallen soldiers –perhaps a sign of PTSD.

metaphor

The visceral experience of Repetition/
“Raw in raw-seamed hot khaki”
fighting
imagery

The soldiers are both ‘raw’ recruits (new and inexperienced soldiers) and their
skin is rubbed ‘raw’ (exposed like fresh meat) by the heavy and uncomfortable
material of their ‘khakis’ (army uniform).

The conflict between
man and the natural
world; in this poem it is
man destroying nature.

imagery

“The shot-slashed furrows threw up a yellow
hare”

The bullet ridden field figuratively vomits up a dead hare (large rabbit). It is as if
nature itself is being attacked; nature suffers collateral damage from the war.

The psychological effects
of warfare

Simile/
bathos

“King, honour, Human dignity, etcetera
dropped like luxuries”

The speaker’s initial motivations for fighting: patriotism, glory and even a basic
sense of self-worth all become irrelevant and inessential as he charges across
no man’s land; al that matters is staying alive.

Loss of The speaker’s realisation
“In what cold clockwork of the stars and the
The speaker questions which distant and unfeeling cogs of government and fate
Metaphor/
Innocenc of the cold indifference of
nations was he the hand pointing that second?” have led to him having to charge in that moment. In other words he questions
question
e
those in charge
why he is there.

Charge of
the Light
Brigade
I
by Alfred
Lord
Tennyson

Power

Indifference of those in
power to individual
suffering

Rhyming
couplets

The visceral experience of
imagery
fighting
Conflict

Glorifying and celebrating

“the soldier knew someone had blundered”

This line is a reference to the commander who mistakenly gave the order to
charge at the Russians – a suicide mission and the soldiers knew this.

“theirs not to reasons why/ Theirs but to do
and die”

It was not the soldier’s place to question the orders of their superior officers
(even if they knew ‘someone had blundered’). It was considered brave and
honourable to unquestioningly follow orders.

“ flashed all their sabres bare, / Flashed as they Tennyson glorifies and glamorises the fighting of the Light Brigade in this image
turned in air”
of their flashing swords and elegantly leaping horses.
“boldy they rode”” Noble six hundred!”
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Poem

The poet
explores…

More precisely…

The poet
deliberately
uses…

For example…

In other words…

The psychological effects of warfare on
the mother
Conflict
Poppies
L by Jane
Weir
Memory

Conflict within family relationships; a
mother’ s grief over her son growing
independence (and death?).
The memory of a traumatic experience
haunts the speaker

The power of material objects

Tissues
N by Imtiaz
Dharker

Power

Pride

Conflict

My Last
Duchess
O
by
Robert
Browning

simile

“I traced the inscriptions on the war memorial,
leaned against it like a wishbone”

The speaker touches the engraved names on the war memorial and leans
against it – perhaps crying in grief at her son’s death.

metaphor

“Smoothed down your shirt’s upturned collar,
steeled the softening of my face.”

The speaker remembers her son’s first day of school, how she straightened
his uniform and how she had to be strong and stop herself from crying.

ambiguity

“I listened, hoping to hear your playground voice
catching on the wind”

In this ambiguous line perhaps the mother – in grief at her son’s death –
hopes to hear his voice in the wind. Or perhaps the mother haunts his
school playground – her son now at school and no longer dependent on
her.

simile

“fine slips from grocery shops…might fly our lives
like paper kites”

Receipts for the things we buy seem to control our lives; we are too
dependent on money and material objects.

“paper that lets the light shine through, this is what Thin and fragile paper can actually be very powerful – it can change the
could alter things”
world.

The power of language
The insignificance and impotence of
humans in the face of nature/ time’s
power

metaphor

the structure made with ‘living tissue’ is of course he human body;
“with living tissue, raise a structure never meant to
although we convince ourselves it will last forever, we will all eventually
last”
die.

The conflict between the individual
human and society’s values.

symbolism

“let the daylight break through capitals and
monoliths, through shapes that pride can make”

Light here is hope; the poet challenges us to see past the structures the
powerful and arrogant create to intimidate and control us– we should
realise these too won’t last.

“Since none puts by the curtain… but I “

In other words although the Duke could not control his wife in life, he has
finally gained control of her by sinisterly controlling access to her painting.

“This grew; I gave commands; then all smiles
stopped together.”

His anger at the situation increased, and so he gave orders for her to be
killed. And therefore she stopped smiling.

Conflict within family relationships; A
husband’s obsessive, and murderous
attempts to control his wife.

The Power of Language

caesuras

“She had a heart—how shall I say?— too soon
made glad”

The Duke seems to stop and consider his wording, almost as if he is trying
not to reveal too much. He seeks to control the impression he is making.

The power of material objects

caesura

“I call That piece a wonder, now”

The telling pause reveals the Duke’s materialistic opinion that his ex-wife is
a ‘wonder’ only once she has become an object; he values her more as a
painting than he did as a person.

Appearanc
The Duke’ narrative reveals more about
e versus
his motivations than he meant to present
reality

ambiguity

“”His fair daughter’s self … is my object”

The Duke claims his ‘objective’ is to win the daughter of the Count as his
new wife for her self, but his use of the word ‘object’ reveals his underlying
motivations – to add a new possession to his collection.

Power

Year 9 - History Paper 1 –- Whitechapel 1870-1900
Whitechapel 1870-1900
Timeline
1

1829

Metropolitan Police created by Robert Peel

2

1873

Sarah Fisher found guilty of killing her baby
through exposure to cold weather whilst
begging outside in November.

3

1875

Henry Wainwright executed murdering
Harriet Lane. Henry chopped up her body
and buried it under a warehouse.

4

1877

The Trial of the Detectives. Several senior
detectives were found guilty of taking bribes
from criminals.

5

1878

CID set up. Central Investigation Division
replaced the detectives who had been taking
bribes. Based at Scotland Yard

6

1878

Brawls between Christians and Jews in
Whitechapel.

7

1881

First Peabody Estate opens in Whitechapel

8

1883

Government study of Whitechapel finds out
that out of 1100 families, 870 lived in one
room

9

1885

Charles Booth publishes, ‘Life and Labour of
the People’

10

1885

Fenian bombings at Houses of Parliament

11

1887

‘Bloody Sunday’ at Trafalgar Square

12

August,
1888

13

Nov.
1888

Sir Charles Warren resigns

14

1900

Boundary Estate opens

The Whitechapel Murders: On the 30th September
1888 the ‘double event‘ occurs. Jack murders
Elizabeth Stride and Catherine Eddowes

Whitechapel 1870-1900: Key Questions
18

‘Dear Boss’

19

20

Describe
attempts to
improve
housing

1.

Describe Jobs
in Whitechapel

1.

"Saucy
Jacky"

The postcard mentioned the doubleevent before it was in newspaper

17

‘From Hell’

:Received by George Lusk two weeks
after Catherine Eddowes’ murder. Inside
was half a human kidney

2.

2.
3.
4.
5.

21

Describe the
effects of
immigration

1.
2.
3.

22

Describe crime
in Whitechapel

1.
2.
3.
4.

23

Describe H
Division

1.
2.
3.
4.

24

Describe police
problems

1.
2.
3.

Predicted Eddowes would have her ear
chopped off. First letter to be signed
‘Jack the Ripper’

16

1.
2.
3.
4.

Letters sent by ‘Jack’
15

Describe
housing for
poor people

4.

25

Describe the
role of the
media

1.

2.
3.

Poor quality: worst slums called rookeries The Old Nichol, was a rookery in Whitechapel.
Lodging Houses: At a ‘doss house’ 4d a night for a bed of straw in a room with 60-80 other people. 2d a night to
lean against a rope which was tied from one end of the room to the other.
Overcrowded: Often families of 10 shared one room.
Dirt and disease: Poor sanitation. Chamber pots were emptied in the street. Typhoid fever and cholera spread
easily. Most children were physically and mentally underdeveloped. Half of all children dies before 5 years old.
Peabody Estates– flats for poor people built by American philanthropist George Peabody. Whitechapel Peabody
Estate opened in 1881.
Boundary Estate: The Old Nichol was knocked down in 1899. In it’s place was built the first council estate, the
Boundary Estate.
Charles Booth: social reformer who Investigated poverty in Whitechapel. Found that 35% of people lived in
serious poverty. Produced colour coded maps in his book called Labour and Life of the People. . Poorest areas
were shaded black.
Low pay: ‘sweated trades’. Like matchmaking and tailoring paid 10d a day. Dock work was causal
Poor conditions: match girls got ‘phossy jaw’, many Dockers were injured and could no longer work.
Workhouse: food and a bed were given in return for days hard work.
Prostitution: women sold themselves for 3d. A pint of milk cost 2d.
Immigrants: Thousands of Irish and Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe arrived from 1870.
Overcrowding and low wages: Many Jews and found work as tailors in Whitechapel. This pushed down wages
and increased overcrowding. Led to fighting with locals.
Political Ideas: Irish and Jews were blamed for bringing socialism and anarchism and Fenian attacks
Alcohol: Drink was cheap and drunkenness common, cries of “Murder!” were “not unusual There was much
more crime happening because people were drinking.
Prostitution: October 1888, estimated that there were about 1200 prostitutes in Whitechapel
Rookeries: had many narrow alleys and courtyards with hiding places. Police feared entering rookeries.
Gangs: the Demanders ran a protection racket. They demanded money from shops and smashed the shop if
payment was refused. The Rollers robbed drunks and prostitutes The Lurkers hid in dark places then attacked
and robbed people.
H-Division: The Met’s headquarters were called Scotland Yard. H Division was the area covering Whitechapel.
Few police: at peak numbers H Division has 575 officers – 1 policeman for every 300 people.
Alcohol: PC Crow was sacked after being found lying down drunk and asleep, for the 4th time. Of the Met’s first
1,000 recruits, 200 were sacked for drunkenness.
Low pay: in 1890 a policeman earned 24 shillings a week. This works out as £6,000 per year today. Criminals
could bribe the police.
Bloody Sunday: Sir Charles Warren, leader of the Metropolitan Police ordered a peaceful protest in Trafalgar
Square to be broken up with violence. This led to lack of trust in the police.
Lack of co-operation: Between City of London Police and Metropolitan Police. Due to Warren giving poor orders
Whitechapel Vigilance Committee: set up by George Lusk to patrol the streets because they had no confidence in
the police. Offered a reward for information.
Warren’s Orders: On the night of the ‘double event’ Warren ordered the message ‘the Jewes are the men who
will not be blamed for nothing’ to be rubbed off the wall in Goulston Street.
Sensationalism: ‘Penny dreadfuls’ like the Weekly Illustrated News exaggerated the murders to sell papers. This
led to panic and lots of letters to the police from members of the public with ‘information’ about the murders.
These were often useless and wasted the police’s time
Punch and Pall Mall Gazette: criticised the government and police for not catching Jack. Sympathetic to the poor.
The Times: read by the rich. Criticised the ‘undeserving poor’ for causing crime through laziness.

Year 9 – French – Knowledge - Life Post-16
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

le bac(calauréat)

A-level(s)

en première

in year 12

en terminale

in year 13

le lycée

sixth form college
; grammar school

étudier

to study

l'année sabbatique[f]

gap year

l'apprenti(e)

apprentice

la liberté

freedom

avoir envie de

to want to

l'avoir l'intention (de)

to intend (to)

laisser tomber

to drop

l'agent de police

policeman

le/la boucher(-chère)

butcher

le/la boulanger(-gère)

baker

le/la facteur(-trice)

postman

le/la coiffeur(-euse)

hairdresser

le/la fermier(-ière)

farmer

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34

le/la policier(-ière)

policeman

l'informaticien(ne)

IT worker

l'ingénieur(e)

engineer

le/la maçon(ne)

builder

le/la mécanicien(ne)

mechanic

le/la plombier(-ière)

plumber

le/la vétérinaire

vet

le boulot

job

le petit job

part-time job

l'employeur [m]

employer

le/la patron(ne)

boss

l'employé(e)

employee

varié

varied

gagner

to earn
; to win

recevoir

to receive

la livre (Sterling)

pound (sterling)

mettre de l'argent de côté

to save money

Year 9 – Spanish – Knowledge - Life Post-16
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

a tiempo completo

full time

a tiempo parcial

part time

el aprendiz

apprentice

el aprendizaje

apprenticeship; training; learning

la carrera

career; profession

el comienzo

beginning; start

la experiencia laboral

work experience

calificado

competent; skilled; qualified

útil

useful

los conocimientos

knowledge

conseguir

to get; to achieve

dejar

to leave

esperar

to hope; to expect

tomar un año libre/sabático

to take a gap year

el empleo

job; employment

el empleado

employee; worker

el trabajador

worker

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
36

el jefe

boss

el contrato

contract

el teletrabajo

working from home

trabajar

to work

ganar

to earn

el/la bombero/a

firefighter

el/la cajero/a

bank teller
; cashier

el/la carnicero/a

butcher

el/la cocinero/a

cook

el/la comerciante

merchant; retailer

el/la ejecutivo/a

executive; officer

el/la electricista

electrician

el/la enfermero/a

nurse

el hombre de negocios

businessman

el/la policía

police officer

el camarero

waiter

el/la dependiente/a

shop assistant

Year 9 – Spanish – Knowledge - Life Post-16
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51

el/la ingeniero/a

engineer

el/la jardinero/a

gardener

el militar

serviceman
; soldier

el/la obrero/a

workman

el/la ingeniero/a

engineer

el/la panadero/a

baker

el/la peluquero/a

hairdresser

el/la periodista

journalist

el ama de casa

housewife

el/la pintor/a

painter
; artist

el/la soldado/a

soldier

el/la traductor/a

translator

el/la veterinario/a

veterinary surgeon

la entrevista

interview

la cita

appointment

laboral

working

las horas de trabajo flexibles

flexitime

53
54
55
56

el paro

unemployment

parado

unemployed

estar en paro

to be unemployed

el paro

unemployment

Year 9 – Art - Term 3 + 4– Natural Form
1

Different qualities of darkness and
light.

16

A plastic mat that printing ink is
spread onto.

Plate

Tone

2

The feel of a surface e.g. rough/
smooth.

Texture

17

A process where a print is added
over the top of an existing print.

Over printing

3

A mark made by a point moving
on a surface.

Line

18

Adding decorations to an existing
object or artwork e.g. a print.

Embellishment

6

Different Hues caused by light
refracting on a surface.

Colour

21

A surface decoration process
where oil pastel is first put onto a
page and then an ink wash is
added over the top.

Batique

7

The space within a painting or
sculpture that contains the
important objects/ information.

Positive space

22

A surface decoration process
where a thin watery layer of ink or
paint is painted onto a page.

Wash

8

The space within a painting or
sculpture that does not contain
the important objects/
information.

Negative space

23

A surface decoration process
where colured paint is gradually
added to white to create a
gradiated tone.

Tint

9

The arrangement of objects within
an artwork.

Composition

24

A surface decoration technique
where images/patterns are
created using pieces of paper.

Collage

10

A design that has elements that
are repeated.

Repeat Pattern

25

A surface decoration technique
where ink is flicked onto a page
using a brush.

Splatter

11

A soft plastic material used for
lino cut relief printing.

Lino

26

A surface decoration technique
where very strong powdered
pigment is added to a wet page.

Brusho

12

A tool used to apply a thin, evenly
layer of ink onto a surface.

Roller

27

A surface decoration technique
where a wet material e.g. ink is
added to an already wet surface.

Wet on Wet

Year 9 – Art - Term 3 + 4– Natural Form
1

Different qualities of darkness and light.

16

Repeat Pattern

Tone
2

The feel of a surface e.g. rough/ smooth.

Texture

17

Key ideas and themes in William Morris’ work

3

A mark made by a point moving on a surface.

Line

18

Beauty

William Morris was obsessed with beauty and believed that all
people should be able to decorate their homes with beautiful
things.

4

The three dimensional quality of an object.

Form

19

Repetition

William Morris’ works are almost all repeat patterns. This
means they can be extended across huge areas like the walls of
large houses.

5

The outline of an object.

Shape

20

Nature

William Morris and other artists of the aesthetic movement
were concerned that people in Britain were becoming separate
from nature because of the industrial revolution.

6

Different Hues caused by light refracting on a surface.

Colour

21

The Industrial Revolution

A period in Victorian Britain where new machines and
technologies meant that goods and products could be
manufactured in factories. This meant many people left the
countryside and came to work in factories in the cities.

7

Any pattern where images contained within are repeated more
than once.

Repeat Pattern

22

‘The Strawberry Thief’ (1883)

A William Morris print that contains images of a bird and
strawberry plants. It contains a wide range of contrasting
colours.

8

The aesthetic movement was a late nineteenth
century movement that championed pure beauty and
‘art for art’s sake’ emphasising the visual and sensual
qualities of art and design over practical, moral or
narrative considerations

The aesthetic Movement

23

‘Honeysuckle’ (1876)

A William Morris print that contains images of the Honeysuckle
plant. This print contains a complimentary colour scheme of
red and green.

9

An artist and designer from Walthamstow who was a key
member of the Aesthetic movement.

William Morris

24

‘Anemone Wallpaper’ (late 19th century)

A William Morris print that contains images of the Honeysuckle
plant. This print contains cool colours.

10

A tool used to cut away lino in order to create a relief printing
block.

Lino Cutter

25

Complimentary Colours

Colours that are opposites on the colour wheel. They can
compliment each other well and contrast.

11

A soft plastic material used for lino cut relief printing.

Lino

26

Contrast

an obvious difference between two people or
things

12

A tool used to apply a thin, evenly layer of ink onto a surface.

Roller

27

Embellishment

to make something more beautiful or
interesting by adding something to it

KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – THE LIVING WORLD (part 4)
Location

Rainforests are located along the equator (0° latitude).
Examples: South America (Brazil), Asia (Indonesia), Africa (Congo).

Climate

Hot and wet (humid).
No seasons
Temperature range: 20-30°C (due to direct sunlight from the sun)
Precipitation range: 160 – 330mm/month or 2000mm per year

Vegetation

Very dense and varied (e.g. banana and rubber trees).

Animals

Very dense and varied (e.g. apes, parrots, jaguars, insects)

Soil

Not very fertile, as heavy rainfall washes nutrients away. This is known as
leaching.
Most nutrients are in the top layer of the soil due to nutrient cycling from the
decayed leaves.

People

VEGETATION ADAPTATIONS

Tribes have lived in rainforests for a long time (sustainable).
New groups of people and companies have arrived more recently, trying to
make money from the rainforests through logging, energy, mining…etc
(unsustainable)

Rainforests have very high BIODIVERSITY. Biodiversity is the variety of organisms living in a
particular area (plants and animals)
Rainforests contain around 50% of the world’s plants, animals and insect species. Rainforests
are stable and productive as animals and plants do not need to deal with changing climates
(one season all year round).
Deforestation is causing a loss of biodiversity in the rainforest, as many animals and plants
become endangered or extinct.
All parts of the rainforest ecosystem are linked together (climate, soil, water, animals,
plants and people). If one of them changes, everything else is affected.
➢ The humid climate = dead plants and animals decompose
quickly by decomposers (fungi and bacteria) on the forest
floor = the nutrients from the decaying plants/animals makes
the top layer of the soil very nutrient rich = lots of plants can
grow.
➢ Plants pass on their nutrients when they are eaten by
animals. There is a lot of vegetation = lots of animals.
➢ People remove trees (deforestation) = less carbon dioxide is
removed from the atmosphere = more greenhouse gases =
more climate change.
➢ Trees absorb water = this water travels through the tree to
the leaves = transpiration evaporates water from the trees’
leaves to the atmosphere = condensation in the atmosphere
creates clouds = precipitation. The trees are one of the main
reasons there is so much rainfall in the rainforest.

13

•

The trees can grow to over 40 meters high in order to find
sunlight.

•

Lianas are woody vines that start at ground level and use
trees to climb up to the upper canopy where they spread
from tree to tree to get as much light as possible.

•

The leaves have drip tips to shed heavy rain.

•

Large buttress roots support the tall trees.

•

Some plants have very large leaves so they can catch as
much sunlight as possible. Plants, such as the fan palm, have
large fan-shaped leaves which are segmented so that excess
water drains away easily.

•

The forest floor is very dark and damp. There is little growth
here as the sunlight cannot reach this layer.

•

Trees have shallow roots as there is only a shallow layer of
fertile soil.

•

Most trees are evergreen, meaning they don’t drop their
leaves (green all year round).

ANIMAL ADAPTATIONS
•

Camouflage: animals (e.g. chameleon and leaf-tailed
gecko) can blend into their surroundings to hide
from predators.

•

Many animals in the rainforest can swim due to high
rainfalls and many rivers (e.g. jaguar and anaconda).

•

Some animals have suction cups on their feet and
hands to help them climb up trees and leaves (e.g.
red-eyed tree frog)

•

Spider monkeys have long, strong arms and tails so
they can swing between the trees in the upper
canopy. Some animals spend their entire lives in the
upper canopy.

•

Some animals have adapted to the low light levels in
the shrub and ground layer. Anteaters have a sharp
sense of smell and hearing so they an detect
predators without seeing them.

KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – THE LIVING WORLD (part 5)
People use the Amazon Rainforest in a number of ways.

14
Deforestation in the Amazon

Cattle farming

Clear land for massive, commercial cattle farms. These are sold.

Logging

Cutting down hardwood trees to sell.

Hydro-electric energy

Build dam and reservoir to create and sell hydro-electric energy. (e.g. Belo Monte dam in Brazil)

Mining

Digging to extract iron ore, aluminum, copper, tin and gold to sell. (e.g. The Carajas Mine in Brazil)

Building roads

Logging companies, cattle ranches, farms, mines need roads to reach them and transport products
to the coast to export = roads built.

Urban growth

Increasing population = increasing urban areas.
(e.g. Manaus’ pop. Grew 22% between 2000 – 2010 reaching 1.7million)

Subsistence farming

Local famers clear the land using slash and burn and grow only enough food for their family to eat.

The Amazon Rainforest is the largest rainforest on earth,
covering 8 million km2 of land.
Since 1978, 750 000km2 of land has been deforested. This is
three times the size of the UK!
Why is the land being deforested?
➢ 70% due to cattle farming
➢ 20% due to subsistence farming
➢ 5% due to other farms (soy, rice and corn)
➢ 3% due to logging companies
➢ 2% due to mining, roads, settlement and energy
extraction (hydro-electric power stations)

These uses of the rainforest have a number of positive and negative impacts.
POSITIVE ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

NEGATIVE ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Economic:
• Jobs – mines, farms, power stations, construction. In Peru the
Buenaventura mining company employs 3100 people.
• Economic development. Money from these companies helps country to
develop. In 2008 Brazil made $6.9 billion from selling cattle.
• Improved transportation make trading faster and easier = more is
exported.
There are no positive environmental impacts of deforestation.

There are no negative economic impacts of deforestation.
Environmental:
• Habitat loss – many animals live in the tree canopy. If the trees are cut down their habitats are lost.
• Loss of animal biodiversity – plant species are lost as they are deforested. Additionally animals are endangered as
their homes are lost.
• Climate change – trees remove CO2 from the atmosphere during photosynthesis. If there are less trees, less CO 2 is
removed = more greenhouse gases in atmosphere. The Amazon Rainforest stores 100 billion tons of carbon. The
more trees cut down, the less it can store = more in atmosphere.
• Climate change – large cattle ranches contain lots of cattle. These release a lot of methane when they fart and poo).
• Soil erosion – when trees are cut down they cannot hold the soil together. As a result heavy rains wash away the soil
(erosion).

SUSTAINABILITY IN THE RAINFOREST - meeting the needs of today, without harming the environment in the future.
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT – DEBT RELIEF

SELECTIVE LOGGING

PROMOTING RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT

Areas of the rainforest are given monetary value and used to
repay outstanding debt.
• e.g. In 2008 the USA reduced the debt that Peru owed
them by $25 million. In exchange Peru had to
conserve/look after part of their rainforest.

Only selected trees are cut down, rather than cutting down
all the trees in an area. They usually cut down the older trees.
As a result the rainforest canopy is preserved where many of
the animals live.

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Rainforest Alliance are
charities that give their logo to products that are produced
sustainably. Consumers can then choose to buy products
from sustainable sources. This
increases the demand for
sustainable products.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT – CARBON SINK

NATIONAL PARKS and AFFORESTATION
Areas are protected from development and deforestation.
• e.g. The Tumucumaque National park in Brazil is the
largest in the world. It protects over 38,000 square
kilometres of rainforest.
Afforestation is when new trees are planted as others are cut
down. In some countries it is law to replant trees.

ECOTOURISM – SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

Trees remove carbon dioxide during photosynthesis and are
therefore known as carbon sinks. Rainforests are protected
due to their role in reducing global warming.
• e.g. The Gola Forest in Sierra Leone (Africa) is protected
for its role in reducing global warming, using money from
the European Commission, French Government and NGOs.

Tourist resorts that use sustainable practices to reduce their
impact.
• e.g. reduce negative environmental impacts: renewable
energies, water tanks, grey water,
• e.g. improve social impacts: local employees, use local
produce and materials. Money goes into local economy.

